
#BewegtGegenRassismus
SPORT AND MOVEMENT 
AGAINST RACISM
Sport is connecting! Sport is colorful! Sport is diverse!
Doing sports together builds bridges and overcomes prejudices. We spread our message
through sport and movement: We move together – against racism and for 100%
human dignity!
The German Soccer-Federation (“Deutscher Fußball-Bund“, short: DFB), the DFL –
Foundation, the German Sports-Youth in the DOSB (dsj), the organization “Pink gegen
Rassismus” (Pink against racism) and the Foundation against Racism encourage all of
you to organize sport events as part of the International Weeks against Racism for our
common message, especially on the 16th march, 2024, the action day
#bewegtgegenrassismus (move against racism).
Every year in march we raise attention with thousands of projects and actions on the
diverse engagement in our society against racism and group related misanthropy. 
Movement, no matter if together or alone, is a perfect way of showing a clear and loud
sign and gives a lot of space for many different projects. 

We thank everyone who takes part in the International Weeks against Racism!



REFERENCES FOR PREPARING
AND CARRYING OUT

It is out goals to publicly stand against racism and for
100% human dignity and to show that there is no place for
racism in sports. 
How you create your projects is all up to you. No matter is
walking on the sports ground, moving in wheelchairs,
hiking in the forest, riding your bike in the city, swimming,
soccer, dancing or fundraiser ruin – everything is possible
and supports our message. 
Who organizes the event and who your target group is – it
is all your choice. It doesn’t matter if it is a sports club, a
school, kindergarten, colleagues, neighbors – as long as it
is colorful, sporty inclusive and fun everything fits!
#BewegtGegenRassismus (Move against racism) and
#PinkGegenRassismus (Pink against racism) are the
hashtags to use when posting your projects on social
media for collecting all projects. You can share all of your
pictures about your sporty projects against racism so in the
end we will have set a public sign! 
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The day #BewegtGegenRassismus is on 16th march, 2024
and is supposed to set a big sign in whole Germany: We
move together against racism! We welcome every
organized sport event as part of the International Weeks
against Racism
In our online calendar we collect all of the planned projects
and events, so please share them with us: www.stiftung-
gegen-rassismus.de/veranstaltung-einreichen
You can find further information about
#BewegtGegenRassismus, the picture project, and the final
day, 16th march 2024, and the International Weeks against
Racism on our website: www.stiftung-gegen-
rassismus.de/bewegtgegenrassismus. There you can also
find many examples for projects that you could create,
guidelines for organizing such a project and a lot of
merchandise to order! You can find more information about
“Pink gegen Rassismus” on their website:
www.pinkgegenrassismus.de 
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